ARE WE ORGANIC? SUSTAINABLE? CERTIFIED? DOES IT MATTER? »

The answer is yes.

At CVHS we believe in producing alumni who are hand-nurtured in the disciplines of animal and human wellness. We have been growing career-ready veterinary health professionals for more than 60 years. I’d call that sustainable, wouldn’t you?

I think you'll agree the "certification" process of obtaining a DVM is costly and a lifetime endeavor. Similar to growing a crop, CVHS really doesn't have the resources available for going it all alone. We rely on the professional efforts of our progeny.

Preparing and sustaining DVM students and alumni has strict production requirements. Keep in mind we are among our students each and every day. We inspect our crop daily. We’re a small grower but I can assure you we are committed to quality and we are good stewards of our resources.

We are however, realistic. As a small "grower" all the time spent going through the hoops of looking for resources keeps us away from time spent on producing great results. That's why I've created the orange button at the bottom of this page. We're serious about staying healthy. That orange button? Yesss!

WE WORK FOR YOU »

CVHS is your partner to discover solutions for those veterinary cases that just don't quite sum up. The Veterinary Medical Hospital has a stronghold of cutting edge medical talent all under one (new) roof! Not enough time to accomplish needed research on a case? Not to worry, we have your back. Plus, we ♥ and reward referring veterinarians. Ring us 405-744-7000.

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES TAKE NOTE »

Incoming mail. Watch for it in your snail mailbox and your inboxes. You'll receive a mailing from your alumni office in the week ahead. Warning: it's lengthy; I have a lot to say. The notice includes all the intel you need for beginning the work of gathering your classmates for CVHS Fall Conference, locations of secured accommodations for alumni, nominations for Distinguished Alumni candidacy, and more. Save the dates and code your devices. Dazed and confused? Hit reply.

OVMA - TULSA »

Orange is in the forecast for Tulsa January 28 - 30, at the Doubletree Hotel and Cox Business Center, 100 Civic Drive. Visit the CVHS booth #75 to receive your Pistol Pete Cowboy, meet your Advancement Team and Dean Sander while you register for door prizes.

Fridays are seriously stimulating.

Mahatma Gandhi said, "It is health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver."

GIVE and BE change.